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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Here, we presented an integrative database named
DrLLPS (http://llps.biocuckoo.cn/) for proteins involved in liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS),
which is a ubiquitous and crucial mechanism for
spatiotemporal organization of various biochemical reactions, by creating membraneless organelles
(MLOs) in eukaryotic cells. From the literature, we
manually collected 150 scaffold proteins that are
drivers of LLPS, 987 regulators that contribute in
modulating LLPS, and 8148 potential client proteins
that might be dispensable for the formation of MLOs,
which were then categorized into 40 biomolecular condensates. We searched potential orthologs
of these known proteins, and in total DrLLPS contained 437 887 known and potential LLPS-associated
proteins in 164 eukaryotes. Furthermore, we carefully annotated LLPS-associated proteins in eight
model organisms, by using the knowledge integrated from 110 widely used resources that covered 16 aspects, including protein disordered regions, domain annotations, post-translational modifications (PTMs), genetic variations, cancer mutations, molecular interactions, disease-associated
information, drug-target relations, physicochemical property, protein functional annotations, protein
expressions/proteomics, protein 3D structures, subcellular localizations, mRNA expressions, DNA &
RNA elements, and DNA methylations. We anticipate
DrLLPS can serve as a helpful resource for further
analysis of LLPS.

In eukaryotes, cellular compartmentalization is a fundamental principle to dynamically and transiently organize
complex biochemical reactions within distinct chemical environments, by forming membrane-bound compartments
or membraneless organelles (MLOs) (1,2). Although the
former have been well documented, the latter were poorly
understood until recent advances in mechanistic analyses
of protein phase separation, or liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) (1–7). LLPS provides a simple but critical
mechanism to interpret how cells can spatiotemporally create MLOs, through condensing solutions of biomolecules
such as proteins or nucleic acids into dense-phase liquid
droplets that coexist with the dilute-phase cytoplasm (2,5–
8). More formally, chemical potentials drive LLPS which
in turn forms MLOs, and multiple factors including fusion and Ostwald ripening can contribute to droplet size
(2,9,10). To date, a large number of MLOs have been discovered, including but not limited to stress granule, processing body (P-body), P granule, centrosome, spindle apparatus and nucleolus (1,5,11). Besides MLOs, LLPS also
contributes to the formation of other subcellular structures such as heterochromatin, nuclear pore complex and
receptor clusters, although conventional macromolecular
assembly mechanisms are also important for nuclear pore
formation (1,7,12–14). Collectively, MLOs assembled via
LLPS were termed with a unique name, biomolecular condensates, which play critical roles in regulating a variety of biological processes such as stress response, RNA
metabolism, DNA damage response and signal transduction (6,7,10,15,16). In living cells, the nucleation, formation and biological properties of biomolecular condensates
are precisely regulated, while dysregulation or mutations of
LLPS-associated proteins have been linked with human diseases such as neurodegeneration and cancer (4,5,15).
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ther study of LLPS, and free for all users at: http://llps.
biocuckoo.cn/.
CONSTRUCTION AND CONTENT
Data collection, classification and genome-wide identification
From PubMed, we first used a single keyword combination of ‘((phase separation) OR (phase transition)) AND
(protein OR proteins)’ to search experimentally identified
LLPS-associated proteins, by manually checking abstracts
or full texts of the scientific papers published before 1 January 2019. To avoid missing any known proteins, we further used multiple keyword combinations to search proteins
located in various biomolecular condensates. For example,
a keyword combination ‘((Cajal body) OR (Cajal bodies))
AND ((formation) OR (protein OR proteins))’ was adopted
to search constitutive proteins of Cajal bodies. We used this
approach to collect proteins located in 40 types of biomolecular condensates.
As previously described (7,10,20,21), all collected proteins were classified as scaffolds, regulators or potential
clients. Scaffolds were defined as the drivers of LLPS essential for the structural integrity of MLOs, and the major components which, alone or with co-scaffolds, undergo LLPS (7,10,20,21). For example, the human fused
in sarcoma (FUS), a well-characterized RNA-binding protein undergoing LLPS involved in formation of multiple biomolecular condensates (16,22–24), forms liquid-like
droplets both in cells and at near physiological conditions
in vitro (25). Thus, the human FUS was annotated as a scaffold (Figure 2). The LLPS of scaffold proteins and the stability of MLOs can be modulated by PTMs and other proteins (3,4,7,19). For example, arginine methylation of FUS
by PRMT1 or PRMT8 prevents the LLPS of FUS, and
both PRMTs were classified as PTM regulators (Figure 2).
Also, Buchan et al. conducted a microscopy-based genetic
screen of >4000 gene deletions in Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
and identified 125 genes to be involved in regulating the
stability and formation of P-bodies and/or stress granules
(26). None of these proteins have been characterized to undergo LLPS, and here we classified all the 125 proteins as
MLO regulators. In addition, a large number of proteins
were identified to be co-complexed with known MLO scaffolds by conventional biochemical assays or mass spectrometry, or co-localized with MLOs by immunofluorescence.
For example, C14ORF166, FAM98A/B and RTCB were
identified as candidate stress granule proteins, which form
an RNA transport complex with the DEAD-box helicase
DDX1, a known scaffold of multiple MLOs including the
DDX1 body (27). It was not known whether C14ORF166,
FAM98A, FAM98B and RTCB are indispensable for stress
granule assembly, and the four proteins were annotated
as potential clients (Figure 2). In total, we collected 9285
known LLPS-associated proteins, including 150 scaffolds,
987 regulators and 8148 potential clients, from 23 eukaryotes (Supplementary Table S1).
Then, we categorized these proteins into 40 biomolecular condensates belonged to five super-classes as: (i) in
vitro droplet, containing scaffolds and regulators involved
in the formation of liquid droplets in vitro; (ii) nucleus,
including Cajal body, chromatin, cleavage body, DDX1
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The identification of proteins undergoing LLPS is the
foundation of understanding the molecular mechanisms
of LLPS. Two types of proteins undergoing LLPS have
been discovered, including structured proteins with multiple folded domains and intrinsically disordered proteins
(IDPs) (7,17,18). Protein LLPS is mediated by weak multivalent interactions, such as electrostatic, cation–, – and
hydrophobic interactions, whereas protein–protein interactions (PPIs), protein–RNA interactions, post-translational
modifications (PTMs), mutations and various cellular factors dynamically regulate the stability and state of protein
condensates (3,4,7,19). For example, although either PGL1 or PGL-3, two components of the P granule in germline
cells of Caenorhabditis elegans, can form liquid droplets in
vitro, mixing PGL-1 and PGL-3 produced larger droplets
and lowered the critical concentration for LLPS occurrence
(8). A receptor protein SEPA-1 interacts with PGL-3 to facilitate LLPS of PGL-1/-3, while the droplet size and mobility are modulated by EPG-2 (8). Although either SEPA1 or EPG-2 fails to undergo LLPS alone, the four resident proteins interact with each other as scaffolds to drive
LLPS-mediated assembly of PGL granules (8). Moreover,
arginine methylation of PGL-1/–3 by the protein arginine
N-methyltransferase 1 (PRMT1) homolog EPG-11 inhibits
LLPS, which is prompted through the phosphorylation of
PGL-1 by LET-363, the ortholog of mammalian target of
rapamycin (mTOR) (8). EPG-11 and LET-363 are not resident molecules of PGL granules, but contribute in modulating LLPS (4,8). The characterization of these regulators is
undoubtedly important for analyzing LLPS. To date, only
a small proportion of MLO-associated components were
identified as scaffold proteins. A large number of other remaining proteins in MLOs dispensable for condensate formation were named as clients, which might be selectively recruited into MLOs through interactions with scaffold proteins (7,10,20,21). Although great efforts have been taken
on the discovery of new LLPS-associated proteins, an integrative data resource was still not available.
In this study, we first collected 9285 experimentally identified LLPS-associated proteins, including 150 scaffolds,
987 regulators and 8148 potential clients, from the literature (Figure 1, Supplementary Table S1). These proteins were classified into 40 distinct biomolecular condensates, and we computationally identified potential orthologs
of these known proteins in other eukaryotes (Figure 1).
In total, the data resource of LLPS (DrLLPS) contained
437 887 known and potential LLPS-associated proteins,
including 7993 scaffolds, 72 300 regulators and 357 594
clients in 164 eukaryotic species. Rich annotations were
provided for LLPS-associated proteins in eight model organisms especially in human, by compiling and integrating the knowledge that covered 16 aspects, including intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs), domain annotations,
PTMs, genetic variations, cancer mutations, molecular interactions, disease-associated information, drug–target relations, physicochemical property, protein functional annotations, protein expressions/proteomics, protein 3D structures, subcellular localizations, mRNA expressions, DNA
& RNA elements and DNA methylations from 110 widely
used databases (Figure 1, Supplementary Table S2). With
a data size of 203.11 GB, DrLLPS can be useful for fur-
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body, DNA damage foci, Gemini of Cajal body, Histone
locus body, insulator body, nuclear pore complex, nuclear speckle, nuclear stress body, nucleolus, OPT domain,
paraspeckle, PcG body, perinucleolar compartment, PML
nuclear body and Sam68 nuclear body; (iii) cytoplasm, including centrosome/spindle pole body, microtubule, neuronal granule, P-body, pericentriolar matrix, siRNA body,
spindle apparatus, stress granule, TAM body and U body;
(iv) germ cell, including Balbiani body, chromatoid body,
germ plasm/polar granule, nuage, P granule and sponge
body; (v) others, including mitochondrial RNA granule,
postsynaptic density, pyrenoid matrix and receptor cluster, as well as Others for unclassified proteins (Figure 1). It
should be noted that several biomolecular condensates only
existed in specific organisms, e.g. PML nuclear body, neuronal granule and postsynaptic density in animals, pyrenoid
matrix in plants, centrosome in metazoans and spindle pole
body in yeasts (1,3,6,7,10,18,28). Also, all Germ cell condensates were exclusively found in animals, whereas P granules only exist in nematodes (5,10,29).
Using these known LLPS-associated proteins, we performed a genome-wide detection of their orthologs in
other species (Figure 1). We downloaded the complete
proteome sets of 164 eukaryotes, including 68 animals

from Ensembl (release version 95, http://www.ensembl.
org/), 50 plants from EnsemblPlants (release version 42,
http://plants.ensembl.org/) and 46 fungi from EnsemblFungi (release version 42, http://fungi.ensembl.org/), respectively (30). As previously described (31), low-quality
protein sequences containing one or more ‘X’ characters
were removed. The Ensembl Gene ID was chosen as the
primary accession to avoid redundancy, since multiple isoform proteins can be derived from one gene. The longest
protein and its corresponding nucleotide coding sequence
(CDS) was reserved for each gene with multiple alternatively splicing isoforms. For each proteome set, we used a
tool called CD-HIT to eliminate redundant proteins with
100% identity (32). Then, we adopted the classical method
of reciprocal best hits (RBHs), which can pairwisely detect
orthologous pairs, if two proteins in two different organisms
reciprocally find each other as the best hit (33). For detection of potential orthologs, we used the blastall program in
the software package of BLAST, with a stringent threshold
of E-value ≤ 10−6 (34). In total, we additionally predicted
7843 scaffolds, 71 313 regulators and 349 446 clients in 164
eukaryotes, and the classification information of these proteins were determined based on their orthologous known
cognates. If the condensate of a protein does not exist in
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Figure 1. The experimental procedure for the construction of DrLLPS. First, we searched PubMed to collect and curate experimentally identified scaffolds,
regulators and potential clients (Supplementary Table S1). We classified all collected proteins into 40 types of biomolecular condensates of five superclasses, including ‘In vitro droplet’, ‘Nucleus’, ‘Cytoplasm’, ‘Germ cell’ and ‘Others’. Then we computationally identified potential orthologs of these
known proteins in 164 eukaryotes, including 68 animals, 50 plants and 46 fungi. Besides basic annotations, we further integrated annotations in 110 public
data resources covering 16 aspects, including (i) IDRs, (ii) domain annotations, (iii) PTMs, (iv) genetic variations, (v) cancer mutations, (vi) molecular
interactions, (vii) disease-associated information, (viii) drug–target relations, (ix) physicochemical properties, (x) protein functional annotations, (xi) protein
expressions/proteomics, (xii) protein 3D structures, (xiii) subcellular localizations, (xiv) mRNA expressions, (xv) DNA & RNA elements and (xvi) DNA
methylations (Supplementary Table S2).
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a species, this protein was classified into the category of
Others/Others. Both known and computationally identified
LLPS-associated proteins were included into DrLLPS, and
a software package of Heatmap Illustrator (HemI) (35) was
adopted to illustrate the distribution of numbers of LLPSassociated proteins in 40 biomolecular condensates across
the 164 species (Supplementary Figure S1). A detailed data
statistics was available for known and potential scaffolds,
regulators and potential clients in each eukaryotes (Supplementary Table S3).
A comprehensive annotation of LLPS-associated proteins
We constructed DrLLPS as a gene-centered database,
and a variety of basic annotations, such as protein/gene
names/aliases,
Ensembl/UniProt/GeneBank/RefSeq
accession
numbers,
functional
descriptions,
protein/nucleotide sequences, keywords, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways (36)
and Gene Ontology (GO) terms (37), were obtained
from Ensembl (30) and UniProt (38) databases. For each
known LLPS-associated protein, brief descriptions on its
regulatory roles in LLPS or localizations in biomolecular
condensates were present, and corresponding tissues or
cell lines for experimental analyses were provided, as well
as PMIDs of primary references. Recently, a minimum
set of six experimental tests, including the assembly of
spherical droplets, the observation of fusion events, and
the identification of mutations that inhibit LLPS in vitro
and in cells have been proposed for rigorous analysis of
LLPS processes (7). For each known scaffold protein,
descriptions on performed assays of the minimum set of
experiments were presented on its gene page.
Next, we compiled and integrated the knowledge from
110 additionally public resources, and carefully annotated
28 024 known or potential LLPS-associated proteins in
eight model species, including Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Rattus norvegicus, Drosophila melanogaster, C. elegans,
Danio rerio, Arabidopsis thaliana and S. cerevisiae. These

resources covered 16 distinct aspects: (i) computationally
predicted IDRs in protein sequences by multiple tools; (ii)
functional domain annotations; (iii) up to 42 types of PTM
sites in proteins; (iv) genetic variations as non-synonymous
single nucleotide polymorphisms (nsSNPs) in nucleotide
CDS sequence; (v) cancer mutations detected in clinical
samples; (vi) molecular interactions including PPIs and
protein–RNA interactions; (vii) disease-associated SNPs,
cancer mutations, PTMs and gene fusions; (viii) drug–target
relations; (ix) physicochemical properties; (x) protein functional annotations; (xi) protein expressions derived from
the proteomic data; (xii) protein 3D structures; (xiii) known
or predicted subcellular localizations; (xiv) mRNA expressions; (xv) DNA & RNA elements; (xvi) DNA methylations (Figure 1, Supplementary Table S2). The details on
processing each resource were present in Supplementary
Methods. All annotations in DrLLPS were downloadable
at http://llps.biocuckoo.cn/download.php.
USAGE
The online service of DrLLPS was developed in an easy-touse manner. Here, we selected the human FUS protein as
an example to describe the usage of DrLLPS. For browsing
the data in DrLLPS, we implemented three options, including ‘Browse by Condensates’, ‘Browse by LLPS types’, and
‘Browse by species’ (Figure 3). In the option of ‘Browse by
Condensates’, users can click the condensate of ‘Stress granule’ under the Cytoplasm super-class to browse all known
and predicted LLPS-associated proteins involved in stress
granules in eukaryotes (Figure 3A). Since human FUS is a
known scaffold protein, users can directly click ‘Scaffold’
in the option of ‘Browse by LLPS types’, while the numbers of total and predicted human scaffolds were shown,
respectively (Figure 3B). Then, users can click ‘Homo sapiens’ of the returned page to view all human scaffold proteins
(Figure 3B). Moreover, in the option of ‘Browse by species’,
the Ensembl taxonomic categories were shown in the left
side, while the phylogenetic relations of the eukaryotes an-
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Figure 2. The classification of all known LLPS-associated proteins as scaffolds, regulators or potential clients (7,10,20,21). Scaffolds are the drivers of
LLPS essential for the structural integrity of MLOs, as the major components which, alone or with co-scaffolds, undergo LLPS (7,10,20,21). The LLPS
of scaffolds and the MLO dynamics such as number, size, location or shape can be affected by various PTM regulators and other proteins, which were
collectively regarded as regulators (3,4,7,19). Potential clients were defined as proteins co-complexed or co-localized with known MLO scaffolds. Typical
examples of scaffolds, regulators and potential clients were shown.
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notated in Ensembl were illustrated in the right side (Figure 3C). In DrLLPS, all known LLPS-associated proteins
were designated as ‘Reviewed’ and marked with an orange
pentagon, whereas computationally identified proteins were
marked with a grey pentagon as ‘Unreviewed’ (Figure 3C).
For each MLO, the numbers of total and predicted LLPSassociated proteins were present, respectively (Figure 3C).
By clicking ‘Homo sapiens’, ‘Stress granule’ and ‘LLPSHos-1390’, the final page of human FUS will be shown (Figure 3D). In the gene page, basic annotations such as status,
protein/gene names, Ensembl gene/protein IDs, Taxa ID
and LLPS type can be viewed (Figure 3D). The disorder
propensity of human FUS protein calculated by IUPred2A
(39) and its domain structures were shown, as well as additional fundamental annotations (Figure 3D). For additional annotations, users can either click ‘Integrated Annotations’ on the gene page, or ‘Annotation’ in the left bar
(Figure 3D). A specific type of annotation can be selected
by clicking on its corresponding button (Figure 3E). For example, users can click ‘PTMD’ to view known PTM-disease
associations of human FUS (Figure 3E). Besides the three
options for browsing the database, we also provided several options, including ‘Simple Search’, ‘Batch Search’, ‘Advance Search’ and ‘BLAST Search’, for searching the data
in DrLLPS (http://llps.biocuckoo.cn/advance.php) (Supplementary Figure S2).

DISCUSSION
Since the discovery of nematode germline P Granules as
liquid droplets in 2009 (29), LLPS, a typical type of phase
transitions, has emerged to be an intriguing mechanism to
interpret how MLOs can be created to spatiotemporally
organize complex biochemical reactions in living cells (1–
7). Later in 2012, both structurally folded proteins and
IDPs were found to undergo LLPS, and weak multivalent interactions among amino acid residues have been proposed as a major molecular signature of protein LLPS
(7,17,18,40). To date, only a small proportion of constituents in various MLOs were characterized as scaffold
proteins, which act as drivers essential for driving LLPSmediated MLO assembly (4,6–8,20). Besides experimental efforts, the development of computational approaches
for the prediction of protein LLPS has also emerged to
be an intriguing challenge (3,19). Recently, Vernon et al.
compiled a benchmark data set containing 30 human proteins known to be involved in LLPS, and carefully compared the prediction performance of seven predictors, which
used multiple sequence features including prion-like amino
acid composition (PLAAC), low-complexity aromatic-rich
kinked segments (LARKS), the number of arginine and tyrosine residues (R + Y), DDX4-like sequences, sequence
composition statistics in catGRANULE, pi–pi contacts
in PScore, and non-specific protein interaction propensity
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Figure 3. The browse options of DrLLPS. A well characterized scaffold protein, human FUS, was chosen as an example for describing the usage. (A)
Browse by Condensates. All proteins classified in a specific biomolecular condensates can be viewed by clicking on the corresponding icon. (B) Browse by
LLPS types. Known and predicted scaffolds, regulators or clients can be browsed by clicking on their corresponding names. (C) Browse by species. (D)
The gene page of human FUS protein with basic annotations (E) The 16 aspects of additional annotations of FUS. From the PTMD database, it could be
found that methylation of FUS protein is associated with human diseases.
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in CRAPome (3). They found both catGRANULE and
PScore were better than other tools, with an area under the
curve (AUC) value as 0.87 (3). It was proposed that the combination of multiple features might be helpful for developing more accurate predictors.
Since more and more LLPS-associated proteins have
been experimentally identified, a comprehensive database
will be helpful for further analyses. In this study, we developed an integrative resource called DrLLPS, containing 7993, 72 300 and 357 594 known and potential scaffolds, regulators and clients of 40 biomolecular condensates
from 164 eukaryotes, respectively. For known scaffold proteins, various experimental tests performed for analyzing
their LLPS behaviors were summarized (7) (Supplementary Table S4). Besides LLPS, biomolecular condensates
can also be converted into other forms such as gel-like and
solid states, and various associated physical properties have
been identified in several systems under different conditions (2,4,5,7,15). Indeed, transitions between these different states can be biologically important and attributed for
disease-associated states. For example, EPG-2 promotes the
liquid-to-gel-like transition of PGL granules to reduce their
mobility and increase their salt resistance (8). Also, G156E
and R244C, two disease mutations of FUS derived from
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients, can accelerate
the liquid-to-solid transition to form aggregates (25). Descriptions on other forms that scaffolds could be involved in
were also summarized on gene pages, if available. It should
be noted that scaffold proteins can interact with various
partners such as RNA, DNA or other proteins to drive
LLPS in a much more facile manner. For example, SEPA-1
forms a complex with PGL-1 and PGL-3 to facilitate the
LLPS of PGL granules (8). If available, co-complexed partners and corresponding descriptions were shown for known
scaffolds on their gene pages.

Besides basic annotations, we further annotated 28 024
known and potential LLPS-associated proteins in eight
species by integrating the knowledge from 110 public resources, and human FUS protein was chosen as an example to demonstrate the usefulness of rich annotations in
DrLLPS (Figure 4). According to the prediction results of
11 tools integrated from three databases including D2 P2
(41), IUPred2A (39) and MobiDB (42), averagely 84.15%
of residues in FUS were located in IDRs, which are important for its LLPS through the multivalent interaction
(17) (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S3A). From the
domain annotations, it could be found that FUS harbors
multiple distinct domains, including a prion-like domain
(PLD), an RNA recognition motif (RRM) and a zinc finger (ZnF) domain. The former two are important for FUS
LLPS (4,7,18), whereas a low complexity domain (LCD) is
overlapped with PLD and ZnF (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S3B). For PTM information, there were eight
types of PTMs with 116 sites integrated for the FUS protein. Among these known PTM sites, at least phosphorylation of S42, S54, S61, T68, S84 and/or S87 disrupts the formation of liquid droplets (22) (Figure 4 and Supplementary
Figure S3B). In the nucleotide CDS sequence of FUS, 201
nsSNPs were retrieved from the database dbSNP (43), and
six of them including rs387906627 (R495*), rs121909667
(H517Q), rs121909669 (R518K), rs121909667 (R521H),
rs121909668 (R521C) and rs886041390 (P525L) were annotated to be associated with ALS from ClinVar (44) (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S3B). The R495* and
P525L severely abrogate the interaction with transportin1 (TNPO1) to block the nuclear importing of FUS, and all
the six ALS-related nsSNPs promote the abnormal LLPS
of FUS in cytoplasmic stress granules but not in nucleus
(16,23,24). Furthermore, we obtained 269 missense cancer
mutations of 26 cancer types from TCGA for FUS (45),
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Figure 4. The overview of additional annotations for human FUS. A brief summary of the 110 data resources was shown in Supplementary Table S2. A
detailed description on processing each resource was present in Supplementary Methods.
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